Knotter removes the trouble of tying knots by hand – instead, reliable and uniform knots can be tied with just a few movements.

Knotter makes a Uni-Knot, also called the Duncan Loop one of the most popular and versatile fishing knots, used by millions of fishermen around the world. It retains approximately 85-90 percent of the monofilament’s breaking strength, which is the optimum level, as this enables the line to break at the knot instead of breaking somewhere else and causing wasted line. In addition, you can leave a loop in the knot which will allow the free movement of the lure giving it the best possible performance.

Knotter is designed to work with rigid fishing lines such as monofilaments, fluorocarbons and hard braided lines. For technical reasons Knotter’s capability is limited to most common diameter range (0.20 – 0.70 mm / 0.008” – 0.027”) fishing lines. It is not designed to work with high memory flexible lines such as flexible braided lines. You may check your line’s compatibility with your local dealer.

Streams, ponds, rivers, lakes and seas are vulnerable ecosystems. It is our responsibility to keep them clean and safe. Please recycle discarded line and other litter.

LEGAL NOTICE: DAMAGE TO THE PRODUCT MAY AFFECT THE FUNCTIONALITY. KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE SHOULD THE PRODUCT (I) NOT FULFILL USER REQUIREMENTS OR DESIRES OR (II) NOT OPERATE FAULTLESSLY UNDER ALL CONDITIONS. KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR MALFUNCTION CAUSED BY (I) USE OF THE PRODUCT CONTRARY TO ITS INSTRUCTIONS OR PURPOSE, (II) NEGLIGENCE OR (III) OTHER REASONS OR CONDITIONS WHICH KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION MAY NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE WITHIN REASON.

KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE UNDER ANY CONDITIONS FOR LOSS OF INCOME OR ANTICIPATED, INCREASE OF COSTS, OR OTHER INDIRECT CONSEQUENTIAL, UNFORESEEN, OR RETRIBUTIVE LOSSES, DAMAGES OR CLAIMS. KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY THIRD-PARTY LOSSES OR DAMAGES SUCH AS LOST OR BROKEN LURES OR ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT. IN ANY CASE THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION IS LIMITED UNDER ALL CONDITIONS TO THE PRICE OF THE EQUIPMENT.

KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION SHALL NOT HAVE ANY OTHER LIABILITY FOR POTENTIAL PRODUCT DEFECTS THAN THE LIABILITIES SPECIFIED ABOVE. HOWEVER, THIS DOES NOT LIMIT USER CONSUMER RIGHTS BASED ON APPLICABLE MANDATORY CONSUMER LAWS.

THE TRADE MARK, DESIGN AND PATENT RIGHTS ARE THE PROPERTY OF THE AFFILIATES OF KNOTTER DISTRIBUTION.

Team Knotter wishes you happy fishing!
Cut the line in 90 degrees.

Make sure your line is smooth.

You can feel Knotter has two opening positions. Open Knotter to **first position**. Attach lure to the pin at bottom of Knotter.

Close Knotter and keep it tightly closed with your left hand.

Insert the line into the line inlet using right hand.

Rotate dial clockwise until line appears from line outlet.

Make sure the line between the spool and Knotter is loose. Keeping the line tight may result it getting stuck inside the device.

Grip both the inlet and outlet lines with your right hand.

Press to open.

Open the device completely (second position) whilst gripping both entrance and exit lines. Shake the device so that the lure and all line loops drop from the device.

Press to open.

Open Knotter in your left hand.

Easiest way is to hold Knotter in your left hand.

Press to open.

Close Knotter and keep it tightly closed with your left hand.

Insert the line into the line inlet using right hand.

Rotate dial clockwise until line appears from line outlet.

Make sure the line between the spool and Knotter is loose. Keeping the line tight may result it getting stuck inside the device.

Grip both the inlet and outlet lines with your right hand.

**KNOTTER**

**TIGHTEN THE KNOT**

Tighten knot by pulling very tightly on tag end (exit line). The degree of tightening determines how knot slides on the line for keeping loop open or sliding it closed. Knot should be pulled tight before use. To ensure the knot tightens smoothly and avoid generating heat, the knot should be lubricated with water. Cut the excess line.